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Table 1 Livestream viewership by session for each platform and in aggregate as of 28 April 2020

Date Title
Twitter @ASRA_
Society

Twitter @
dr_rajgupta

Facebook 
@ASRA

YouTube
ASRA

YouTube
ASRA RAPP Total

20 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 1 - Discussing #AcutePain Abstracts from 
#ASRASpring20 with @ASRA_Society. Come Join the conversation!

420 1172 526 32 0 2118

21 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 2 - Join @dr_rajgupta, @nelkassabany, @
rljohnsonmd, & @emarianomd as we discuss #RegionalAnesthesia 
Abstracts from #ASRASpring20! LIVE at 3 pm EST on 4/20.

338 608 602 14 2 1548

22 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 3 - Talking about some of the Medically 
Challenging Case Abstracts from #ASRASpring20. @ASRA_Society 
@ESRA_Society @dr_rajgupta @nelkassabany @jattarab

332 402 1300 6 1 2034

23 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 4 - We're talking about ESP blocks LIVE! Come join 
@ASRA_Society for #ASRASpring20 abstracts! @dr_rajgupta @
nelkassabany @KiJinnChin @Ropivacaine

447 651 354 12 1 1452

24 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 5 - Join our amazing @ASRA_Society Faculty as 
we discuss the Best of Meeting Abstracts from #ASRASpring20. @
dr_rajgupta @NarouzeMD @SLKoppMD @megrosenblatt

254 546 301 9 2 1101

27 April 2020 ABSTRACTS Day 6 - We're LIVE now! Discussing #POCUS 
abstracts from the @ASRA_Society #ASRASpring20 Meeting. 
Share! @KalagaraHari @shaskinsMD @JanBoublikMDPhD @
dr_melissabyrne

427 725 661 38 41 1813

Videos are enduring content online; therefore, viewership numbers can increase over time.
ASRA, American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine; RAPP, Regional Anesthesia and Pain Podcast.

Letters

The #ASRASpring20 conference 
was canceled due to COVID-19 
but the science survives 
and thrives

To the Editor
The 2020 American Society of Regional 

Anesthesia and Pain Medicine (ASRA) 
annual regional anesthesiology meeting was 
an unfortunate casualty of the COVID-19 
pandemic. This meeting had to be canceled 
due to the ‘stay home’ Executive Order 
issued by the Governor of California on 19 
March 20201 and was not converted to a 
virtual format due to the short time frame 
and significant complexity of the meeting.

Attending scientific conferences is 
ingrained in our culture of medicine. We 
attend to refresh our knowledge, earn 
continuing medical education credit, 
network, and socialize with friends and 
colleagues. A key part of most modern 
medical conferences is showcasing the 
newest research in the form of abstracts 
or posters in both open display sessions 
and moderated discussions with confer-
ence faculty and attendees. In recent years, 
the ASRA spring meeting has typically 
had >1000 attendees with >300 abstract 
presentations. As the original meeting dates 
approached, the abstracts and posters were 
published online with a link on the ASRA 
website.2

Although not a formal effort by ASRA, 
ASRA members and leaders active on social 

media began to tweet about and discuss 
abstracts they read.3 Based on his experi-
ence hosting recent live chats on COVID-
19, RKG announced a series of livestreamed 
poster discussions to take place during the 
scheduled week of the spring meeting and 
advertised them on Twitter using the meet-
ing’s registered hashtag #ASRASpring20. 
RKG invited other ASRA expert faculty to 
participate in these online moderated poster 
sessions and used StreamYard ( www. stream-
yard. com), a platform that accommodated 
guests, live commentary, and screen sharing 
while livestreaming the content to Twitter/
Periscope, Facebook, and YouTube simul-
taneously. Abstract authors were invited 
to present their work, and viewers could 
contribute questions as written comments 
on all three social media platforms during 
the livestream.

On six consecutive business days 20–27 
April 2020, we livestreamed sessions for 
1–1.5 hours covering preselected abstracts 
based on themes (acute pain, regional anes-
thesia, medically challenging cases, erector 
spinae plane block, best of meeting, and 
point of care ultrasound). As of 28 April 
2020, 1101–2118 people accessed indi-
vidual livestream sessions from all three 
platforms (table 1). Since #ASRASpring20 
was registered with Symplur (Pasadena, 
CA), free Twitter analytics were available. 
During the 8- day period of livestreamed 
sessions, there were 210 #ASRASpring20 
participants who tweeted 634 times and 
generated 2.13 million impressions. In 
comparison, there were 1.46 million 
impressions in 20164 and 4.05 million 
impressions in 2017,5 and each meeting 

had >1000 registered attendees. A poll of 
@ASRA_Society Twitter followers yielded 
92 responses, and over 60% agreed with 
the statement ‘The #ASRASpring20 Lives-
tream poster sessions were more engaging 
than prior moderated poster sessions in 
which I have participated.’6

In the post- COVID-19 era, the future of 
in- person medical conferences is unclear. 
The return to large live events and the 
full conversion to virtual meetings to 
maintain physical distancing likely repre-
sent opposite poles. Perhaps the ideal 
way forward will be a hybrid model that 
leverages the advantages of each format. 
One key observation from our experience 
with #ASRASpring20 is that only the 
science survived. With the cancelation of 
the meeting, we lost the plenary lectures, 
problem- based learning discussions, work-
shops, interactive sessions, networking, 
and social events. However, the lives-
treamed moderated poster sessions 
successfully preserved and highlighted the 
cutting- edge science in our specialty. This 
format generated a global audience for the 
authors of the abstracts that far exceeded 
the experience at traditional conferences. 
While we do not endorse fully replacing 
the in- person conference experience, we 
recommend that future planning commit-
tees consider integrating the livestreamed 
poster discussion format as an element of 
medical conferences.
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